Study English in the USA!

A.C.E. Intensive English Program

For over 40 years, A.C.E. has been a leader in intensive English language instruction for individuals and groups. We are a non-profit organization dedicated to international education and are proud to have helped thousands of students from around the world achieve their goals while studying at our language institutes. Whether you want to improve your English, prepare for admission to a U.S. university, or gain professional development, A.C.E. can help you succeed.
A.C.E. Language Institutes

Top 10 Reasons to Choose A.C.E.

1. **Strength:** Over the past forty years, A.C.E. has developed a nationwide network of language institutes and a worldwide network of educational partners. Thousands of students have studied with A.C.E. since 1973.

2. **Prestige:** A.C.E. prepares students to succeed in American higher education, known as one of the premiere educational systems in the world for producing internationally competitive leaders.

3. **Success:** A.C.E. university partners offer conditional admission or accept A.C.E. graduates with no TOEFL required. Graduates are set to succeed in academic programs and international careers.

4. **Value:** An American university education is a great long-term investment. A.C.E. provides high quality instruction at reasonable rates.

5. **Reputation:** A.C.E. partner universities are regionally accredited and ranked by U.S. News & World Report. A.C.E. also has long-standing associations with major international education organizations.

6. **Variety:** A.C.E. operates in four locations, each with a unique campus environment. Students can choose from a wide range of majors and career pathways at each partner university.

7. **Flexibility:** Choose long-term or short-term study options for individuals or groups. A.C.E. offers all levels of study from beginning to advanced. New sessions begin every 5-8 weeks year-round.

8. **Expertise:** A.C.E. offers small classes with expert instructors. Students gain individual attention from A.C.E. tutors. Friendly A.C.E. staff will help you find answers to your questions.

9. **Support:** A.C.E. is with you each step of the way, from supporting your initial application and visa documents to providing the language fluency you need for your pathway to global success.

10. **Community:** Make new friends from around the world and have fun at A.C.E. and university social events. Meet an American conversation partner. Your time at A.C.E. is an experience you will never forget.

I really like my teachers and classmates; they are very friendly. There is a harmonious atmosphere in the classroom and I am able to learn a lot. At A.C.E. we have many good activities. For example, at the Friday night workshops, teachers introduce students to a lot of American culture, which benefits the students very much.

Cheng - A.C.E. student conditionally admitted to one of our university partners.